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A new super OSJ is emerging from consolidation within one of the industry's largest IBDs.

Two hybrid RIA-broker dealer �rms in Advisor Group's Royal Alliance Associates subsidiary are merging to form a new California-based OSJ

powerhouse with approximately $2.5 billion in total assets.

NWF Advisory Group, based in Los Angeles, is joining forces with WHJR Associates, which is headquartered in Silicon Valley. The combined

�rm will take on the NWF name. Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. 

The merger was completed with the assistance of Advisor Group's succession planning program, which helped close 100 deals last year. The

IBD plans to invest more money in the unit this year, according to Adviser Group CEO Jamie Price.
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No turning back the clock on �duciary

After investing millions in new platforms and preparing thousands of advisers, executives say they've come too far to reverse course.
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FIDUCIARY RULE

Advisor Group slashes fees in preparation for �duciary future

Though some say the rule's future is in doubt, the �rm is going ahead with sweeping changes it hopes will make its advisers more competitive.
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IBDs with the largest compliance team

See which independent broker-dealer boasts a compliance staff of more than 500, and which top �rms have fewer than 100.
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A detailed look at three years' of recruiting data, from biggest AUM to which �rm has lost the most advisers.
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The merger of the two California �rm ensures that WHJR Associates remains in good hands when CEO Wolfgang Remkes exits the industry

in a few years, Price says. The deal also satis�ed a strategic goal of NWF, which wanted to expand into Northern California.

Remkes and Mohammad had been discussing the deal for a year before closing it in January, according to Price.

“From the beginning, this partnership had a lot of synergies, and I couldn’t be more excited about the outcome,” Mohammad said in a

statement. “Our focus is squarely on helping to drive the organic growth of our �rm, while also remaining open to strategic opportunities to

grow through acquisition.”

MATCHMAKERS  

Advisor Group launched the succession planning team last year, after a survey showed 81% of its advisers had no sequence in place. The

company’s legal, �scal, operations and other divisions contribute to the unit, which is led by Senior Vice President Todd Fulks.

Fulks’ team managed 11 merger closings in December 2016 alone, according to Advisor Group. The internal help for the latest M&A deal

saved Remkes $10,000 in tax preparation and consulting costs, he said in a statement.

The succession planning unit will enlarge its work later this year through a new website that will serve as a kind of Match.com for companies

considering mergers. The Advisor Group team will assist �rms in everything from setting up meetings to �guring out deal terms, Price says.

“It’s a very emotional thing to talk about," he says. "Most of these advisers have spent their lives building their companies.”
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A black eye for FINRA? Brokers with checkered histories cast doubt on enforcement efforts

Three recent criminal cases raise concerns that wealth managers and regulators aren’t detecting alleged fraud quickly enough or disclosing basic information

about crimes and disciplinary problems.

By Tobias Salinger
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